
BABY MAFIA 1177 

Chapter 1177: "Mysterious Text Message" 

Donny gritted his teeth in annoyance and hurriedly cut off the phone call. 

"We can't just sit still. How about contacting some hunters from the Blackjack Hunter Guild to rob or kill 

Ainsley's tamed beasts during the challenge?" 

Donny suggested a bold trick, and Terry immediately agreed. 

"This is good. We should hire as many people as we can to bother Ainsley...at least we can slow her 

down or disturb her pace." 

Just when the two people were about to contact some hunters... 

An anonymous text message suddenly entered their phones at the same time. 

The two geniuses were taken aback for a moment but they had received a lot of messages from friends 

and families lately. 

It wasn't weird that they got a text message at the same time. Maybe it was just a coincidence. 

Donny and Terry opened their own text message but unlike the usual message, this one was sent from 

an unknown number. 

The two geniuses immediately furrowed their eyebrows. 

They also often received spam messages from fans or unknown numbers and usually ignored them. 

However, the message they had just received was too strange. 

[Dear genius from the Monster Tamer Guild. Do you want to prevent your rival, Ainsley Sloan, from 

winning the taming challenge?] 

Donny and Terry received the exact same message, but one was addressed as a genius from the monster 

tamer guild, and the other was a genius from the beast tamer guild. 

The two boys looked up at each other and confirmed that they got the same message from the same 

phone number. 

They immediately put up their guard, looking vigilant from head to toe. 

"How did this person know we will fight Ainsley?" 

Donny was the first to express his doubt, and Terry immediately responded. 

"The news already spread all over the forums and the internet. It's not strange that a lot of people know 

about the taming challenge." 

Terry bit his lips as he spoke, but he still had many doubts in his mind. 

"It's just...why does this person want to help us deal with that brat?" 

The two geniuses were arrogant, but they weren't idiots. 



Many geniuses fell because of their arrogance, unknowingly becoming someone else's tools to achieve 

their goals. 

Terry felt that this person wanted to use them to deal with Ainsley. 

If this weren't so dangerous, he would like to agree immediately. 

But as someone who had seen the fall of many geniuses, he didn't dare to be rash. 

Donny was also the same. He clenched his mobile phone tightly and probed warily. 

"Maybe this person is that brat's enemy? I bet that brat had offended a lot of people." 

There would always be a lot of people who were jealous of geniuses. 

As a genius and talented tamer, they also experienced a lot of people's jealousy that might even 

endanger their lives. 

If this unknown person really wanted to deal with Ainsley.... 

"Let's just ask them what they want to do. If it will put us in danger, reject them, " Terry immediately 

suggested as he started to type on his phone. 

[Excuse me, who are you? I do want to prevent that brat from winning and also want to teach her a 

lesson. But what's it got to do with you?] 

Donny watched Terry replying to the unknown person, and he also responded with the same message, 

just changing a few words. 

The unknown person seemed to be controlling their gadgets skillfully and immediately replied to the 

two geniuses at the same time. 

[Well, you can say that we are a type of hunter, and our goal is Ainsley Sloan. We have long wanted to 

hunt her, and this hunting challenge is a perfect occasion.] 

Reading the reply, Donny and Terry trembled for a few seconds. 

They didn't know how the person could reply to their message at the same time. 

Not to mention this person said that he wanted to hunt Ainsley... 

Is this an assassin or something? Why use the word hunt rather than kill or assassinate? A weirdo! 

And they said 'we', not 'I'. Doesn't this mean the mysterious person might be a group of people or a 

secret organization? 

Things seemed to be looking more dangerous than what they expected, but the two geniuses were still 

tempted to know what these people wanted by contacting them. 

Thus, Terry replied to the message once more. 

[Okay, I understand. Then, why did you contact me? If you want to hunt her, you can just go to the 

Death Meadow when we do the challenge.] 



After all, the meadow was open to the public, and many people could be there on the day of the 

challenge. 

Both challengers could use many dirty tricks, and they were only prohibited from cheating related to 

their taming process. 

If someone helped them to tame the beasts and monsters at the Death Meadow, they would be 

disqualified in an instant. 

However, if they hired people to bother the other challenger so that their tamed beasts or monsters 

kept decreasing, the battle arena staff closed one eye on this matter. 

The person texting Terry seemed to guess Terry's confusion and immediately sent another message. 

The same goes for Donny. 

[Rest assured. We will definitely be there on the day of the challenge, but we need your cooperation to 

guide the little brat to our location.] 

This didn't seem to be dangerous or anything, but the two boys were still skeptical. 

[Why can't you approach Ain on your own? You can watch her live broadcast and see her location from 

the live broadcast.] 

If they did this, they could always track down Ainsley's real-time location! 

 


